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Many things in agriculture move fast. Technology is growing and changing rapidly. Input dealers are knocking on your doors earlier and earlier each year. This summer it seemed like many producers were dealing with marketing their 2010 crop, growing their 2011 crop and making input decisions on their 2012 crop. Each of these things complicates the tax planning each year. Add that to the record high profitability many agricultural producers have seen over the past five years, and one of the most common comments I’m hearing is “I think I’m going to have a tax problem this year.” You’re not alone, but it creates a need for tax planning to be more than something you do two weeks before the end of the year.

Ten years ago, the income patterns for many farmers seemed to be one good year followed by one not so good year, followed by another good year. Somewhere along the past decade we lost that pattern. According to the accrual net farm income numbers we generate each year, we have seen five straight years of record high incomes at levels that were unheard of before this. While this has been great for the economies of many agriculturally based states and for the producers themselves, it does bring us right back to having a tax problem.

**Depreciation**

Agriculture has been blessed the past few years with the downturn of the general economy, based on the fact that due to the need to boost business spending, we have the opportunity to write off new asset purchases at a rate that has never before been allowed. In December of 2010, Congress expanded the
Bonus Depreciation from 50 to 100 percent for 2011 (and the last few months of 2010). This has allowed for the full write-off of a new machine shed for the first time in history. There has been some confusion about this ability by those tax preparers who are not familiar with the special laws associated with farming. Most building’s life classes are much more than 20 years, depending on their use. But farm buildings specifically have a designated life class of 20 years. Since the bonus depreciation’s definition is for new assets with a life class of 20 years or less, machine sheds are included. This has made getting a building up and “placed in service” before the end of the year a challenge for most building companies, but if you can get it done, it’s a great deal. There is no limit on the amount of Bonus Depreciation you can use, but remember, it does have to be a brand new asset (first use, not just new to you).

For those used assets, we continue to have Section 179 Expense Election, which allows each taxpayer with a trade or business to write-off up to $500,000 of new or used capital assets with a life class of less than 20 years. They also limit your use of Section 179 if you purchase more than $2 million worth of qualified assets, so some producers will need to be aware of this.

There has started to be some talk in Congress of again extending the amount of time to use both of these accelerated depreciation options. At this time, the bonus depreciation will expire at the end of 2011, and the Section 179 limit will fall to $125,000 ($1 million purchase limit) for 2012, and again to $25,000 for 2013. Without Congressional action it seems that 2011 could be the year to take advantage of these benefits. The question moving forward will be, if the need to stimulate the economy by offering this to businesses will be greater than the need to generate more income taxes by letting it expire.

**Income Averaging**

Any high income year is a good time to evaluate the use of income averaging, since it allows us to take a high income year and spread it evenly over the past three years and recalculate the tax as if the income was earned in those years. Due to the much higher incomes we’ve been seeing it’s also important to think about amending past returns, using it if you didn’t already in those years. For example, if your incomes from 2008, 2009 and 2010 were as follows: $100,000, $50,000 and $50,000, respectively, and you didn’t use income averaging in 2008, you can elect to amend that return now, carry as much income back into 2005, 2006 and 2007 as you can, which will make more room for this year’s income to be taxed at a lower level. It’s not an easy process and your tax preparer may not want to do the work, but if the circumstances are right, it can be a way to save a lot of tax.

**Entity Structures**

It seems the higher incomes are driving more producers to think about the option to incorporate or find some tax savings through an entity. We are also struggling to control incomes within some old corporate structures. These are complicated topics, but it may be a topic to raise with your tax preparer this year.

**General Tax Planning**

There are so many issues for many agricultural producers that it seems year-end tax planning is just not enough anymore. Many producers I work with have added pre-harvest tax planning, as well as looking two years out at a time to make sure that the decisions they make this fall don’t come back to haunt them next year. The old planning strategy of putting off paying any tax for a bad year is getting harder to adhere to. For a lot of producers I work with, the amount of grain they have in carryover inventory is equal to, or in some cases greater than, a whole year’s production. With crop insurance, it is impossible to plan for a total disaster year with no income, therefore, the number of “bad years” in a row that would need to occur in order to use up inventories is so large it isn’t realistic. This may be the year that we need to consider changing “the plan” and paying the tax while the rates are still relatively low.
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